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Abstract. Join patterns are an attractive declarative way to synchronize both threads and asynchronous distributed computations. We explore joins in the context of extensible pattern matching that recently
appeared in languages such as F# and Scala. Our implementation supports join patterns with multiple synchronous events, and guards. Furthermore, we integrated joins into an existing actor-based concurrency
framework. It enables join patterns to be used in the context of more
advanced synchronization modes, such as future-type message sending
and token-passing continuations.
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1

Introduction

Recently, the pattern matching facilities of languages such as Scala and F#
have been generalized to allow representation independence for objects used in
pattern matching [6,20]. Extensible patterns open up new possibilities for implementing abstractions in libraries which were previously only accessible as
language features. More speciﬁcally, we claim that extensible pattern matching
eases the construction of declarative approaches to synchronization in libraries
rather than languages. To support this claim, we show how a concrete declarative synchronization construct, join patterns, can be implemented in Scala, a
language with extensible pattern matching.
Join patterns [8,9] oﬀer a declarative way of synchronizing both threads and
asynchronous distributed computations that is simple and powerful at the same
time. They form part of languages such as JoCaml [7] and Funnel [14]. Join
patterns have also been implemented as extensions to existing languages [3,23].
Recently, Russo [17] and Singh [18] have shown that advanced programming
language features, such as generics or software transactional memory, make it
feasible to provide join patterns as libraries rather than language extensions.
We motivate that our implementation based on extensible pattern matching is
an interesting third way to provide join patterns in a library since it has a number
of desirable properties. More concretely, we make the following contributions:
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– We present a novel implementation technique for joins based on extensible
pattern matching. We show that it allows programmers to avoid certain kinds
of boilerplate code that are inevitable when using existing approaches.
– We discuss a concrete implementation of our approach in Scala. A complete
implementation that supports join patterns with multiple synchronous events
and a restricted form of guards is available on the web.1
– We integrate our library into an existing actor-based concurrency framework.
This enables expressive join patterns to be used in the context of more
advanced synchronization modes, such as future-type message sending and
token-passing continuations.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the following section we brieﬂy
highlight join patterns as a declarative synchronization abstraction, how they
have been integrated in other languages before, and how combining them with
pattern matching can improve this integration. Section 3 shows how to synchronize both threads and actors using our new Scala Joins framework. In section 4
we discuss a concrete implementation of expressive join patterns in Scala. Section
5 discusses related work, and section 6 concludes.

2

Motivation

Background: Join Patterns. A join pattern consists of a body guarded by
a linear set of events. The body is executed only when all of the events in
the set have been signaled to an object. Threads may signal synchronous or
asynchronous events to objects. By signaling a synchronous event to an object,
threads may implicitly suspend. The simplest illustrative example of a join pattern is that of an unbounded FIFO buﬀer. In Cω [3], it is expressed as follows:
public class Buffer {
public async Put(int x);
public int Get() & Put(int x) { return x; }
}
A detailed explanation of join patterns is outside the scope of this paper. For the
purposes of this paper, it suﬃces to understand the operational eﬀect of a join
pattern. Threads may put values into a buﬀer b by invoking b.Put(v). They
may also read values from the buﬀer by invoking b.Get(). The join pattern
Get() & Put(int x) (called a chord in Cω) speciﬁes that a call to Get may
only proceed if a Put event has previously been signaled. Hence, if there are no
pending Put events, a thread invoking Get is automatically suspended until such
an event is signaled.
The advantage of join patterns is that they allow a declarative speciﬁcation
of the synchronization between diﬀerent threads. Often, the join patterns correspond closely to a ﬁnite state machine that speciﬁes the valid states of an
object [3]. In the following, we explain the beneﬁts of our new implementation
by means of an example.
1

See http://lamp.epfl.ch/˜phaller/joins/.
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Example. Consider the traditional problem of synchronizing multiple concurrent readers with one or more writers who need exclusive access to a resource.
In Cω, join patterns are supported as a language extension through a dedicated
compiler. With the introduction of generics in C# 2.0, Russo has made join
patterns available in a C# library called Joins [17]. In that library, a multiple
reader/one writer lock can be implemented as follows:
public class ReaderWriter {
public Synchronous.Channel Exclusive, ReleaseExclusive;
public Synchronous.Channel Shared, ReleaseShared;
private Asynchronous.Channel Idle;
private Asynchronous.Channel<int> Sharing;
public ReaderWriter() {
Join j = Join.Create(); ... // Boilerplate omitted
j.When(Exclusive).And(Idle).Do(delegate {});
j.When(ReleaseExclusive).Do(delegate{ Idle(); });
j.When(Shared).And(Idle).Do(delegate{ Sharing(1); });
j.When(Shared).And(Sharing).Do(delegate(int n) {
Sharing(n+1); });
j.When(ReleaseShared).And(Sharing).Do(delegate(int n) {
if (n==1) Idle(); else Sharing(n-1); });
Idle(); } }
In C# Joins, join patterns consist of linear combinations of channels and a
delegate (a function object) which encapsulates the join body. Join patterns are
triggered by invoking channels which are special delegates.
In the example, channels are declared as ﬁelds of the ReaderWriter class.
Channel types are either synchronous or asynchronous. Asynchronous channels
correspond to asynchronous methods in Cω (e.g. Put in the previous example).
Channels may take arguments which are speciﬁed using type parameters. For
example, the Sharing channel is asynchronous and takes a single int argument.
Channels are often used to model (parts of) the internal state of an object. For
example, the Idle and Sharing channels keep track of concurrent readers (if
any), and are therefore declared as private. To declare a set of join patterns,
one ﬁrst has to create an instance of the Join class. Individual join patterns are
then created by chaining a number of method calls invoked on that Join instance.
For example, the ﬁrst join pattern is created by combining the Exclusive and
Idle channels with an empty delegate; this means that invoking the synchronous
Exclusive channel (a request to acquire the lock in exclusive mode) will not
block the caller if the Idle channel has been invoked (the lock has not been
acquired).
Even though the verbosity of programs written using C# Joins is slightly
higher compared to Cω, basically all the advantages of join patterns are preserved. However, this code still has a number of drawbacks: ﬁrst, the encoding of the internal state is redundant. Logically, a lock in idle state can be
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represented either by the non-empty Idle channel or the Sharing channel invoked with 0.2
Note that it is impossible in C# (and in Cω) to use only Sharing. Consider
the ﬁrst join pattern. Implementing it using Sharing instead of Idle requires a
delegate that takes an integer argument (the number of concurrent readers):
j.When(Exclusive).And(Sharing).Do(delegate(int n) {...}
Inside the body we have to test whether n > 0 in which case the thread invoking
Exclusive has to block. Blocking without reverting to lower-level mechanisms
such as locks is only possible by invoking a synchronous channel; however, that
channel has to be diﬀerent from Exclusive (since invoking Exclusive does not
block when Sharing has been invoked) which re-introduces the redundancy.
Another drawback of the above code is the fact that arguments are passed
implicitly between channels and join bodies: in the third case, the argument n
passed to the delegate is the argument of the Sharing channel. Contrast this with
the Cω buﬀer example in which the Put event explicitly binds its argument x. Not
only are arguments passed implicitly, the order in which they are passed is merely
conventional and not checked by the compiler. For example, the delegate of a (hypothetical) join pattern with two channels of type Asynchronous.Channel<int>
would have two int arguments. Accidentally swapping the arguments in the body
delegate would go unnoticed and result in errors.
In Scala Joins the join patterns of the above example are expressed as follows:

join {
case Exclusive() & Sharing(0) => Exclusive.reply()
case ReleaseExclusive() => Sharing(0); ReleaseExclusive.reply()
case Shared() & Sharing(n) => Sharing(n+1); Shared.reply()
case ReleaseShared() & Sharing(n) if n > 0 =>
Sharing(n-1); ReleaseShared.reply()
}
The internal state of the lock is now represented uniformly using only Sharing.
Moreover, two formerly separate patterns are uniﬁed (patterns 3 and 4 in the C#
example) and the if-else statement is gone. (Inside join bodies, synchronous
events are replied to via their reply method; this is necessary since, contrary
to C# and Cω, Scala Joins supports multiple synchronous events per pattern,
cf. section 3.) The gain in expressivity is due to nested pattern matching. In
the ﬁrst pattern, pattern matching constrains the argument of Sharing to 0,
ensuring that this pattern only triggers when no other thread is sharing the
lock. Therefore, an additional Idle event is no longer necessary, which decreases
the number of patterns. In the last pattern, a guard (if n > 0) prevents invalid
states (i.e. invoking Sharing(n) where n < 0).
2

The above implementation actually ensures that an idle lock is always represented
as Idle and never as Sharing(0). However, this close relationship between Idle and
Sharing is not explicit and has to be inferred from all the join patterns.
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Joins for Actors. While join patterns have been successfully used to synchronize threads, to the best of our knowledge, join patterns have not yet been
applied in the context of an actor-based concurrency model [1]. In Scala, actorbased concurrency is supported by means of a library extension [11]. Because
we provide join patterns as a library as well, we have created the opportunity
to combine join patterns with the concurrency model oﬀered by actors. We give
a more detailed explanation of this combination in section 3. However, in order
to understand this integration, we ﬁrst brieﬂy highlight how to write concurrent
programs using Scala’s actor framework.
Scala’s actors are largely inspired by Erlang’s model of concurrent processes
communicating by message passing [2]. New actors are deﬁned as classes extending the Actor class. An actor’s life cycle is deﬁned by its act method. The
following code shows how to implement the unbounded buﬀer as an actor:
class Buffer extends Actor {
def act() { loop(List()) }
def loop(buf: List[Int]) {
receive {
case Put(x) => loop(buf ::: List(x)) // append x to buf
case Get() if !buf.isEmpty =>
reply(buf.head); loop(buf.tail) }
} }
The receive method allows an actor to selectively wait for certain messages
to arrive in its mailbox. The actor processes at most one message at a time.
Messages that are sent concurrently to the actor are queued in its mailbox.
Interacting with a buﬀer actor occurs as follows:
val buffer = new Buffer; buffer.start()
buffer ! Put(42) // asynchronous send, returns nothing
println(buffer !? Get()) // synchronous send, waits for reply
Synchronous message sends make the sending process wait for the actor to reply to the message (by means of reply(value)). Scala actors also oﬀer more
advanced synchronization patterns such as futures [12,25]. actor !! msg denotes an asynchronous send that immediately returns a future object. In Scala,
a future is a nullary function that, when applied, returns the future’s computed
result value. If the future is applied before the value is computed, the caller is
blocked.
In the above example, the required synchronization between Put and Get is
achieved by means of a guard. The guard in the Get case disallows the processing
of any Get message while the buf queue is empty. In the implementation, all cases
are sequentially checked against the incoming message. If no case matches, or all
of the guards for matching cases evaluate to false, the actor keeps the message
stored in its mailbox and awaits other messages.
Even though the above example remains simple enough to implement, the
synchronization between Put and Get remains very implicit. The actual intention
of the programmer, i.e. the fact that an item can only be produced when the
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actor received both a Get and a Put message, remains implicit in the code.
Therefore, even actors can beneﬁt from the added declarative synchronization
of join patterns, as we illustrate in section 3.

3

A Scala Joins Library

We discuss a Scala library (called Scala Joins) providing join patterns implemented via extensible pattern matching. First, we explain how Scala Joins enables declarative thread synchronization, postponing joins for actors until the
next section.
Joining Threads. Join patterns in Scala Joins are composed of synchronous
and asynchronous events. Events are strongly typed and can be invoked using
standard method invocation syntax. The FIFO buﬀer example is written in Scala
Joins as follows:
class Buffer extends Joins {
val Put = new AsyncEvent[Int]
val Get = new SyncEvent[Int]
join { case Get() & Put(x) => Get reply x }
}
To enable join patterns, a class inherits from the Joins class.3 Events are declared as regular ﬁelds. They are distinguished based on their (a)synchrony and
the number and types of arguments they take. For example, Put is an asynchronous event that takes a single argument of type Int. Since it is asynchronous,
no return type is speciﬁed (it immediately returns unit when invoked). In the
case of a synchronous event such as Get, the ﬁrst type parameter speciﬁes the
return type. Therefore, Get is a synchronous event that takes no arguments and
returns values of type Int.
Joins are declared using the join { ... } construct.4 This construct enables
pattern matching via a list of case declarations that each consist of a lefthand side and a right-hand side, separated by =>. The left-hand side deﬁnes a
join pattern through the juxtaposition of a linear combination of asynchronous
and synchronous events. As is common in the joins literature, we use & as the
juxtaposition operator. Arguments of events are usually speciﬁed as variable
patterns. For example, the variable pattern x in the Put event can bind to any
value (of type Int). This means that on the right-hand side, x is bound to the
argument of the Put event when the join pattern matches. Standard pattern
matching can be used to constrain the match even further (see section 2).
The right-hand side of a join pattern deﬁnes the join body (an ordinary block
of code) that is executed when the join pattern matches. Like JoCaml, but
3
4

Actually, Joins is a trait that can be mixed into any class.
As explained in section 4, join is a method of the Joins class. In Scala, the body
of a class deﬁnition serves as the primary constructor of the class which allows this
freestanding call to join.
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unlike Cω and C# Joins, Scala Joins allows any number of synchronous events
to appear in a join pattern. Because of this, it is impossible to use the return
value of the body to implicitly reply to the single synchronous event in the join
pattern. Instead, the body of a join pattern explicitly replies to all synchronous
events that are part of the join pattern on the left-hand side. This is done by
invoking those events’ reply method, which wakes up the thread that originally
signaled that event.
Joining Actors. We now describe an integration of our joins library with
Scala’s actor framework. The following example shows how to re-implement the
unbounded buﬀer example using joins:
val Put = new Join1[Int]
val Get = new Join
class Buffer extends JoinActor {
def act() {
receive { case Get() & Put(x) => Get reply x }
} }
It diﬀers from the thread-based bounded buﬀer using joins in the following ways:
– The Buffer class inherits from the JoinActor class to declare itself to be
an actor capable of processing join patterns.
– Rather than deﬁning Put and Get as synchronous or asynchronous events,
they are all deﬁned as join messages which may support both kinds of synchrony (this is explained in more detail below).
– The Buffer actor deﬁnes act and awaits incoming messages by means of
receive. It is still possible for the actor to serve regular messages within
the receive block. Logically, regular messages can be regarded as unary join
patterns. However, they don’t have to be declared as joinable messages.
We illustrate below how the buﬀer actor can be used as a coordinator between
a consumer and a producer actor. The producer sends an asynchronous Put
message while the consumer awaits the reply to a Get message by invoking it
synchronously (using !?).
val buffer = new Buffer; buffer.start()
val prod = actor { buffer ! Put(42) }
val cons = actor { process(buffer !? Get()) }
By applying joins to actors, the synchronization dependencies between Get and
Put can be speciﬁed declaratively by the buﬀer actor. The actor receives Get and
Put messages by queuing them in its mailbox. Only when all of the messages
speciﬁed in the join pattern have been received is the body executed by the actor.
Before processing the body, the actor atomically removes all of the participating
messages from its mailbox. Replies may be sent to any or all of the messages
participating in the join pattern. This is similar to the way replies are sent to
events in the thread-based joins library described previously.
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Contrary to the way events are deﬁned in the thread-based joins library, an actor does not explicitly deﬁne a join message to be synchronous or asynchronous.
We say that join messages are “synchronization-agnostic” because they can be
used in diﬀerent synchronization modes between the sender and receiver actors.
However, when they are used in a particular join pattern, the sender and receiver
actors have to agree upon a valid synchronization mode. In the previous example, the Put join message was sent asynchronously, while the Get join message
was sent synchronously. In the body of a join pattern, the receiver actor replied
to Get, but not to Put.
The disadvantage of making join messages synchronization-agnostic is that
it introduces the possibility for errors. For example, if a receiver does not reply to a synchronously sent message, the sender remains blocked. However, the
advantage is that join messages may be used in many diﬀerent synchronization
modes, including future-type message sending [25] or Salsa’s token-passing continuations [22]. Every join message has an associated reply destination which is
an output channel on which processes may listen for replies to the message. How
the reply to a message is processed is determined by the way the message was
sent. For example, if the message was sent purely asynchronously, the reply is
discarded; if it was sent synchronously, the reply awakes the sender. If it was
sent using a future-type message send, the reply resolves the future.

4

Integrating Joins and Extensible Pattern Matching

In this section we present a novel implementation that integrates joins into general language-based pattern matching. We explain our technique using a concrete implementation in Scala. However, we expect that implementations based
on, e.g., the active patterns of F# [20] would not be much diﬀerent.
In the following we ﬁrst look at pattern matching in Scala; this provides
some terminology and background used in subsequent sections. After that we
review the essentials of Scala’s extensible patterns; the small set of necessary
concepts suggests that our approach is readily transferable to languages with
similar features. In section 4.1 we outline the core of an implementation of joins
that builds on extensible pattern matching. In section 4.2 we highlight how joins
have been integrated into Scala’s actor framework.
Partial Functions. In the previous section we used the join { ... } construct to declare a set of join patterns. It has the following form:
join {
case pat1 => body1
...
case patn => bodyn
}
The patterns pati consist of a linear combination of events evt1 & ... & evtm .
Threads synchronize over a join pattern by invoking one or several of the events
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listed in a pattern pati . When all events occurring in pati have been invoked,
the join pattern matches, and its corresponding join bodyi is executed.
In Scala, the pattern matching expression inside braces is treated as a ﬁrstclass value that is passed as an argument to the join function. The argument’s
type is an instance of PartialFunction, which is a subclass of Function1, the
class of unary functions. The two classes are deﬁned as follows.
abstract class Function1[A, B] {
def apply(x: A): B }
abstract class PartialFunction[A, B] extends Function1[A, B] {
def isDefinedAt(x: A): Boolean }
Functions are objects which have an apply method. Partial functions are objects
which have in addition a method isDefinedAt which tests whether a function
is deﬁned for a given argument. Both classes are parametrized; the ﬁrst type parameter A indicates the function’s argument type and the second type parameter
B indicates its result type.
In Scala, each pattern matching expression
{ case p1 => e1 ; ...; case pn => en }
is compiled into a partial function whose methods are deﬁned as follows.
– The isDefinedAt method returns true if one of the patterns pi matches the
argument, false otherwise.
– The apply method returns the value ei for the ﬁrst pattern pi that matches
its argument. If none of the patterns match, a MatchError exception is
thrown.
Note that partial functions are not crucial for our implementation of joins. In
fact, Scala’s partial functions can be encoded using only higher-order functions as
follows. The idea is to deﬁne a partial function as a regular function that returns
an option;5 either the partial function is deﬁned at the given value, in which
case it returns its body as a thunk (i.e. a function with an empty parameter
list) wrapped in Some. If the partial function is not deﬁned, it returns None.
Operations for testing whether a partial function is deﬁned at a given value, and
for applying it are deﬁned accordingly:

type PartFun[A, R] = A => Option[() => R]
def isDefAt[A, R](fun: PartFun[A, R], arg: A) = fun(arg) match {
case Some(_) => true
case None
=> false }
def apply[A, R](fun: PartFun[A, R], arg: A) = fun(arg) match {
case Some(res) => res()
case None
=> error("PartFun not defined") }
5

The optional value is of parameterized type Option[T] that has the two subclasses
Some[T](x: T) and None.
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Using this encoding, the native Scala partial function
{ case x :: xs => println("head: "+x) }
can then be represented as follows:
(l: List[Int]) => l match {
case x :: xs => Some(() => println("head: "+x))
case _
=> None }
Join Patterns as Partial Functions. Whenever a thread invokes an event, each
join pattern in which e occurs has to be checked for a potential match. Therefore, events have to be associated with the set of join patterns in which they
participate. As shown before, this set of join patterns is represented as a partial
function. Invoking join(pats) associates each event occurring in the set of join
patterns with pats.
When a thread invokes an event, the isDefinedAt method of pats is used to
check whether any of the associated join patterns match. If yes, the corresponding
join body is executed by invoking the apply method of pats. A question remains:
what argument is passed to isDefinedAt and apply, respectively? To answer
this question, consider the simple buﬀer example from the previous section. It
declares the following join pattern:
join { case Get() & Put(x) => Get reply x }
Assume that no events have been invoked before, and a thread t invokes the
Get event to remove an element from the buﬀer. Clearly, the join pattern does
not match, which causes t to block since Get is a synchronous event (more on
synchronous events later). Assume that after thread t has gone to sleep, another
thread s adds an element to the buﬀer by invoking the Put event. Now, we want
the join pattern to match since both events have been invoked. However, the
result of the matching does not only depend on the event that was last invoked
but also on the fact that other events have been invoked previously. Therefore,
it is not suﬃcient to simply pass a Put message to the isDefinedAt method
of the partial function the represents the join patterns. Instead, when the Put
event is invoked, the Get event has to somehow “pretend” to also match, even
though it has nothing to do with the current event. While previous invocations
can simply be buﬀered inside the events, it is non-trivial to make the pattern
matcher actually consult this information during the matching, and “customize”
the matching results based on this information. To achieve this customization
we use extensible pattern matching.
Extensible Pattern Matching. Emir et al. [6] recently introduced extractors
for Scala that provide representation independence for objects used in patterns.
Extractors play a role similar to views in functional programming languages
[24,15] in that they allow conversions from one data type to another to be applied
implicitly during pattern matching. As a simple example, consider the following
object that can be used to match even numbers:
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object Twice {
def apply(x: Int) = x*2
def unapply(z: Int) = if (z%2 == 0) Some(z/2) else None }
Objects with apply methods are uniformly treated as functions in Scala.
When the function invocation syntax Twice(x) is used, Scala implicitly calls
Twice.apply(x). The unapply method in Twice reverses the construction in a
pattern match. It tests its integer argument z. If z is even, it returns Some(z/2).
If it is odd, it returns None. The Twice object can be used in a pattern match
as follows:
val x = Twice(21)
x match {
case Twice(y) => println(x+" is two times "+y)
case _ => println("x is odd") }
To see where the unapply method comes into play, consider the match against
Twice(y). First, the value to be matched (x in the above example) is passed
as argument to the unapply method of Twice. This results in an optional value
which is matched subsequently. The preceding example is expanded as follows:
val x = Twice.apply(21)
Twice.unapply(x) match {
case Some(y) => println(x+" is two times "+y)
case None => println("x is odd") }
Extractor patterns with more than one argument correspond to unapply methods returning an optional tuple. Nullary extractor patterns correspond to
unapply methods returning a Boolean.
In the following we show how extractors can be used to implement the matching semantics of join patterns. In essence, we deﬁne appropriate unapply methods for events which get implicitly called during the matching.
4.1

Matching Join Patterns

As shown previously, a set of join patterns is represented as a partial function.
Its isDefinedAt method is used to ﬁnd out whether one of the join patterns
matches. In the following we are going to explain the code that the Scala compiler
produces for the body of this method. Let us revisit the join pattern that we
have seen in the previous section:
Get() & Put(x)
In our library, the & operator is an extractor that deﬁnes an unapply method;
therefore, the Scala compiler produces the following matching code:
&.unapply(m) match {
case Some((Get(), Put(x))) => true
case None => false }
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We defer a discussion of the argument m that is passed to the & operator.
For now, it is important to understand the general scheme of the matching
process. Basically, calling the unapply method of the & operator produces a
pair of intermediate results wrapped in Some. Nested pattern matching matches
the two components of the pair against the Get and Put events. Only if both of
them match, the overall pattern matches. Since the & operator is left-associative,
matching more than two events proceeds by ﬁrst calling the unapply methods of
all the & operators from right to left, and then matching the intermediate results
with the corresponding events from left to right.
Since events are objects that have an unapply method, we can expand the
code further:
&.unapply(m) match {
case Some((u, v)) =>
Get.unapply(u) match {
case true => Put.unapply(v) match {
case Some(x) => true
case None => false }
case false => false }
case None => false }
As we can see, the intermediate results produced by the unapply method of the &
operator are passed as arguments to the unapply methods of the corresponding
events. Since the Get event is parameter-less, its unapply method returns a
Boolean, telling whether it matches or not. The Put event, on the other hand,
takes a parameter; when the pattern matches, this parameter gets bound to a
concrete value that is produced by the unapply method.
The unapply method of a parameter-less event such as Get essentially checks
whether it has been invoked previously. The unapply method of an event that
takes parameters such as Put returns the argument of a previous invocation
(wrapped in Some), or signals failure if there is no previous invocation. In both
cases, previous invocations have to be buﬀered inside the event.
Firing join patterns. As mentioned before, executing the right-hand side of a
pattern that is part of a partial function amounts to invoking the apply method
of that partial function. Basically, this repeats the matching process, thereby
binding any pattern variables to concrete values in the pattern body. When ﬁring
a join pattern, the events’ unapply methods have to dequeue the corresponding
invocations from their buﬀers. In contrast, invoking isDefinedAt does not have
any eﬀect on the state of the invocation buﬀers. To signal to the events in
which context their unapply methods are invoked, we therefore need some way
to propagate out-of-band information through the matching. For this, we use
the argument m that is passed to the isDefinedAt and apply methods of the
partial function. The & operator propagates this information verbatim to its two
children (its unapply method receives m as argument and produces a pair with
two copies of m wrapped in Some). Eventually, this information is passed to the
events’ unapply methods.
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Implementation Details. Events are represented as classes that contain
queues to buﬀer invocations. The Event class is the super class of all synchronous
and asynchronous events:6
abstract class Event[R, Arg](owner: Joins) {
val tag = owner.freshTag()
val argQ = new Queue[Arg]
def apply(arg: Arg): R = synchronized {argQ += arg; invoke()}
def invoke(): R
def unapply(isDryRun: Boolean): Option[Arg] =
if (isDryRun && !argQ.isEmpty)
Some(argQ.front)
else if (!isDryRun)
Some(argQ.dequeue())
else None }
The Event class takes two type arguments R and Arg that indicate the result
type and parameter type of event invocations, respectively. Events have a unique
owner which is passed as argument of the primary constructor of the Event
class.7 An event can appear in several join patterns declared by its owner. The
tag ﬁeld holds an identiﬁer which is unique with respect to a given owner instance; it is used to check the linearity of patterns (i.e. ensuring that an event
occurs at most once in a pattern).
Whenever the event is invoked via its apply method, we append the provided argument to the argQ. The abstract invoke method is used to run
synchronization-speciﬁc code; synchronous and asynchronous events diﬀer mainly
in their implementation of the invoke method (we show a concrete implementation for synchronous events below). In the unapply method we test whether
matching occurs during a dry run. If it does not we dequeue an event invocation.
Synchronous events are implemented as follows:
abstract class SyncEvent[R, Arg] extends Event[R, Arg] {
val waitQ = new Queue[SyncVar[R]]
def invoke(): R = { val res = new SyncVar[R]
waitQ += res; owner.matchAndRun(); res.get }
def reply(res: R) = waitQ.dequeue().set(res) }
Synchronous events contain a logical queue of waiting threads, waitQ, which is
implemented using the implicit wait set of synchronous variables.8 The invoke
6
7

8

In our actual implementation the fact whether an event is parameter-less is factored
out for eﬃciency. Due to lack of space, we show a simpliﬁed class hierarchy.
To allow the short syntax for declaring events that we have seen before, the owner is
passed implicitly in the actual implementation. It is deﬁned to be the current object
this of the pattern-declaring class that inherits from Joins. A detailed account of
implicit parameters in Scala is out of scope of this paper; the interested reader is
referred to the Scala language speciﬁcation.
A SyncVar is an atomically updatable reference cell; it blocks threads trying to access
an uninitialized cell.
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method is run whenever the event is invoked. It creates a new SyncVar and
appends it to the waitQ. Then, the owner’s matchAndRun method is invoked to
check whether the event invocation triggers a complete join pattern. After that,
the current thread waits for the SyncVar to become initialized by accessing it. If
the owner detects (during owner.matchAndRun()) that a join pattern triggers,
it will apply the join, thereby re-executing the pattern match (binding variables
etc.) and running the join body. Inside the body, synchronous events are replied
to by invoking their reply method. Replying means dequeuing a SyncVar and
setting its value to the supplied argument. If none of the join patterns matches,
the thread that invoked the synchronous event is blocked (upon calling res.get)
until another thread triggers a join pattern that contains the same synchronous
event.
Thread-safety. Our implementation avoids races when multiple threads try
to match a join pattern at the same time; checking whether a join pattern
matches (and, if so, running its body) is an atomic operation. Notably, the
isDefinedAt/apply methods of the join set are only called from within the
synchronized matchAndRun method of the Joins class. The unapply methods
of events, in turn, are only called from within the matching code inside the
partial function, and are thus guarded by the same lock. The internal state of
individual events is updated consistently: the apply method is atomic, and the
reply method is called only from within join bodies which are guarded by the
owner’s lock. We don’t assume any concurrency properties of the argQ and waitQ
queues.
Optimization. Eﬃcient join implementations represent patterns using bit
sets [3,17]. An event with tag n forms part of a pattern iﬀ bit n is set in the
corresponding bit set. This representation allows one to eﬃciently check whether
an event invocation triggers a join pattern.
The above implementation cannot use such an optimization as is, since the
abstract PartialFunction class is the only way to interact with the set of join
patterns; for instance the number of patterns is not known a priori. However,
it is possible to gradually construct an eﬃcient bit set representation during the
matching process. The idea is to keep track of event invocations while matching
a pattern. When a pattern matches, the tags of matched events give rise to a bit
set that uniquely represents the pattern. At the point where each pattern has
matched at least once, the bit sets are used to eﬃciently check for a match. If the
set of events with queued invocations is represented as a bit set ib, then invoking
an event with tag n triggers a pattern represented as pb iﬀ pb ⊆ ib ∪ {n}.
To test the eﬀectiveness of the above optimization, we compared the performance of a bounded buﬀer implementation using our library without the
optimization with a second one using the optimized library. Concurrently reading/writing 106 items from/to a bounded buﬀer of size 100 is about 28% faster
using the optimized library. However, this is only a ﬁrst step towards an eﬃcient implementation. Further optimizations are a worthwhile topic for future
work.
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Implementation of Actor-Based Joins

Actor-based joins integrate with Scala’s pattern matching in essentially the same
way as the thread-based joins, making both implementations very similar. We
highlight how joins are integrated into the actor library, and how reply destinations are supported.
In the Scala actors library, receive
is a method that takes a
PartialFunction as a sole argument, similar to the join method deﬁned previously. To make receive aware of join patterns, the abstract JoinActor class
overrides these methods by wrapping the partial function into a specialized partial function that understands join messages. JoinActor also overrides send to
set the reply destination of a join message. When an actor executes a!msg, it
invokes the ! method of a. This method invokes a.send, implicitly passing the
reply channel of the sender actor as a second argument.
abstract class JoinActor extends Actor {
override def receive[R](f: PartialFunction[Any, R]): R =
super.receive(new JoinPatterns(f))
override def send(msg: Any, replyTo: OutputChannel[Any]) {
setReplyDest(msg, replyTo)
super.send(msg, replyTo) }
def setReplyDest(msg: Any, replyTo: OutputChannel[Any]) {...}}
JoinPatterns is a special partial function that detects whether its argument
message is a join message. If it is, then the argument message is transformed
to include out-of-band information that will be passed to the pattern matcher,
as is the case for events in the thread-based joins library. The boolean argument passed to the asJoinMessage method indicates to the pattern matcher
whether or not join message arguments should be dequeued upon successful pattern matching. If the msg argument is not a join message, asJoinMessage passes
the original message to the pattern matcher unchanged, enabling regular actor
messages to be processed as normal.
class JoinPatterns[R](f: PartialFunction[Any, R])
extends PartialFunction[Any, R] {
def asJoinMessage(msg: Any, isDryRun: Boolean): Any =
...
override def isDefinedAt(msg: Any) =
f.isDefinedAt(asJoinMessage(msg, true))
override def apply(msg: Any) =
f(asJoinMessage(msg, false))
}
Recall from the implementation of synchronous events that thread-based joins
used constructs such as SyncVars to synchronize the sender of an event with the
receiver. Actor-based joins do not use such constructs. In order to synchronize
sender and receiver, every join message has a reply destination (which is an
OutputChannel, set when the message is sent in the actor’s send method) on
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which a sender may listen for replies. The reply method of a JoinMessage
simply forwards its argument value to this encapsulated reply destination. This
wakes up an actor that performed a synchronous send (a!?msg) or that was
waiting on a future (a!!msg).

5

Discussion and Related Work

Benton et al. [3] note that supporting general guards in join patterns is diﬃcult
to implement eﬃciently as it requires testing all possible combinations of queued
messages to ﬁnd a match. Side eﬀects pose another problem. Benton et al. suggest
a restricted language for guards to overcome these issues. However, to the best of
our knowledge, there is currently no joins framework that supports a suﬃciently
restrictive yet expressive guard language to implement eﬃcient guarded joins.
Our current implementation handles (side-eﬀect free) guards that only depend
on arguments of events that queue at most one invocation at a time.
Cω [3] is a language extension of C# supporting chords, linear combinations
of methods. In contrast to Scala Joins, Cω allows at most one synchronous
method in a chord. The thread invoking this method is the thread that eventually
executes the chord’s body. The beneﬁts of Cω as a language extension over Scala
Joins are that chords can be enforced to be well-formed and that their matching
code can be optimized ahead of time. In Scala Joins, the joins are only analyzed
at pattern-matching time. The beneﬁt of Scala Joins as a library extension is
that it provides more ﬂexibility, such as multiple synchronous events. Russo’s C#
Joins library [17] exploits the expressiveness of C# 2.0’s generics to implement
Cω’s synchronization constructs. Piggy-backing on an existing variable binding
mechanism allows us to avoid problems with C# Joins’ delegates where the order
in which arguments are passed is merely conventional. Scala Joins extends both
Cω and C# Joins with nested patterns that can avoid certain redundancies by
generalizing events and patterns.
CCR [4] is a C# library for asynchronous concurrency that supports join patterns without synchronous components. Join bodies are scheduled for execution
in a thread pool. Our library integrates with JVM threads using synchronous
variables, and supports event-based programming through its integration with
Scala Actors. Singh [18] shows how a small set of higher-order combinators
based on Haskell’s software transactional memory (STM) can encode expressive
join patterns. CML [16] allows threads to synchronize on ﬁrst-class composable
events; because all events have a single commit point, certain protocols may not
be speciﬁed in a modular way (for example when an event occurs in several join
patterns). By combining CML’s events with all-or-nothing transactions, transactional events [5] overcome this restriction but may have a higher overhead than
join patterns.
Synchronization in actor-based languages is a well-studied domain. Salsa [22]
is a Java language extension with support for actors. It introduces the notion of
a join continuation. However, join continuations are not to be mistaken with join
patterns: the former only allow an actor to synchronize on multiple replies to
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previously sent messages. Activation based on message sets [10] is more general
than joins since events/channels have a ﬁxed owner, which enables important optimizations. Other actor-based languages allow for a synchronization style similar
to that supported by join patterns. For example, behavior sets in Act++ [13] or
enabled sets in Rosette [21] allow an actor to restrict the set of messages which it
may process. They do so by partitioning messages into diﬀerent sets representing
diﬀerent actor states. Joins do not make these states explicit, but rather allow
state transitions to be encoded in terms of sending messages. The novelty of
Scala Joins for actors is that such synchronization is integrated with the actor’s
standard message reception operation using extensible pattern matching. Recent
work by Sulzmann et al. [19] extends Erlang-style actors with receive patterns
consisting of multiple messages, which is very similar to our join-based actors.
The two approaches are complementary: their work focuses on providing a formal
matching semantics in form of Constraint Handling Rules whereas the emphasis
of our work lies on the integration of joins with extensible pattern matching;
Scala Joins additionally permits joins for standard (non-actor) threads that do
not have a mailbox.

6

Conclusion

We presented a novel implementation of join patterns based on extensible pattern
matching constructs of languages such as Scala and F#. The embedding into
general pattern matching provides expressive features such as nested patterns
and guards. The resulting programs are often as concise as if written in more
specialized language extensions. We implemented our approach as a Scala library
that supports join patterns with multiple synchronous events and guards and
furthermore integrated it with the Scala Actors concurrency framework without
changing the syntax and semantics of existing programs.
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